It's Mike v Joe as budget gets ugly

It was all Garrett and Arbib's fault, says ex-PM

RUDD BATTES AWAY BLAME

MICHAEL HUDSON

FORMER prime minister Kevin Rudd dropped a handshake at the royal commission into his government's failed carbon tax repeal last night. Former minister John Abbott, who served with him behind the scenes, chimed in: "I'm surprised and shocked." He said the commission had exposed more government policy mistakes. Rudd also claimed he was "too naive" when he entered government.
Shrouds of a terrible storm

A SMALL plaque in the government compound St. Joseph's Cathedral church in fiberglass takes flight. "To maximize the power of those who have faced the threat of a storm without losing their spirit," the plaque states. "We must be proud to see the memory of those who have suffered in this terrible storm." The plaque is dedicated to those who have lost their lives in the storm.

The plaque states: "To all those who have lost their lives in this terrible storm, we remember you. We remember your courage and your strength in the face of adversity." The plaque is a reminder of the struggle against the storm and a tribute to those who have persevered.

A photo of a woman and a man is shown, along with the caption: "A woman and a man stand together in front of the plaque, holding hands. They are looking at each other, and the woman is smiling. The man is wearing a hat and a jacket, and the woman is wearing a dress and a hat. They are standing in front of a building with a sign that says "St. Joseph's Cathedral.""

The plaque also contains a quote: "We have been through a lot and we have come out stronger. We have lost some of our friends and family, but we have also found new ones. We are stronger now, and we will continue to fight against the storm."